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Background: Transmitted light microscopy is used in
pathology to examine stained tissues. Digital image analysis is gaining importance as a means to quantify alterations in tissues. A prerequisite for accurate and reproducible quantification is the possibility to recognise stains in
a standardised manner, independently of variations in the
staining density.
Methods: The usefulness of three colour models was
studied using data from computer simulations and experimental data from an immuno-doublestained tissue section. Direct use of the three intensities obtained by a
colour camera results in the red-green-blue (RGB) model.
By decoupling the intensity from the RGB data, the huesaturation-intensity (HSI) model is obtained. However, the
major part of the variation in perceived intensities in
transmitted light microscopy is caused by variations in
staining density. Therefore, the hue-saturation-density
(HSD) transform was defined as the RGB to HSI transform,

Classically, light-absorbing stains are used in diagnostic
pathology to visualise cells and cell constituents in cytological and histological specimens. Moreover, use of multiple contrasting stains in a single specimen enables the
simultaneous visualisation of different components under
a microscope (1). Quantitative analysis of images acquired
by a CCD camera mounted on a microscope may be used
to obtain reproducible information from such specimens
(2– 4). A CCD colour camera measures the intensity of
transmitted light in three wavelength ranges in the visible
spectrum for each point (pixel) in the microscopic image
(5). The resulting red, green, and blue (RGB) intensities
together may be regarded as a point in a three-dimensional
(3D) Euclidean coordinate space (6,7). These three intensities reflect both the absorption characteristics of the
used stains and the amount in which those stains are
present [Lambert-Beers’ law (8)]. Variations in the amount
of stain bound to different locations of the specimen will
result in variations in the intensities acquired for different
pixels, even if only a single stain is present. Within the

applied to optical density values rather than intensities for
the individual RGB channels.
Results: In the RGB model, the mixture of chromatic and
intensity information hampers standardisation of stain recognition. In the HSI model, mixtures of stains that could
be distinguished from other stains in the RGB model could
not be separated. The HSD model enabled all possible
distinctions in a two-dimensional, standardised data space.
Conclusions: In the RGB model, standardised recognition is only possible by using complex and time-consuming algorithms. The HSI model is not suitable for stain
recognition in transmitted light microscopy. The newly
derived HSD model was found superior to the existing
models for this purpose. Cytometry 39:275–284, 2000.
© 2000 Wiley-Liss, Inc.
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RGB space, these intensity variations will comprise a complexly shaped 3D domain for each stain (9).
To enable analysis of stained objects in digital images
from microscopic specimens, a procedure for the classification of pixels as belonging to either background or to
one of the used stains is required. Pixels originating from
mixtures of stains should be classified as such. Classification should be based on the absorption characteristics of
the used stains and should be independent of the amount
of stain. Thus, a pixel originating from a small amount of
a certain stain should be recognised in the same way as a
pixel originating from a large amount of the same stain.
Classification can be performed by determining in which
of the 3D RGB subspaces, representing the used stains,
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each pixel in the image is located. For this, exact knowledge of the 3D subspaces is necessary. Pixels originating
from a mixture of stains will be located between the
domains of the separate stains in the RGB space. The
disadvantage of this method of classification is that calculations involving complexly shaped 3D domains require
complicated and time-consuming algorithms (9). To avoid
the use of such complex algorithms, often a projection of
the 3D data onto a line or a plane is used (7,9). After the
projection, different stains present in the image should be
well enough separated from each other to be recognised
independently. For each application, the optimal projection can be determined by inspection of data resulting
from a number of test specimens. Using this projection for
stain recognition in a specimen with staining characteristics that deviate from those in the test set may appear to
be inadequate (7). There is no single “optimal” projection,
which reflects the absorption characteristics of the used
stains.
Use of the RGB model is problematic because the information of interest, i.e., the colour of the stain (determined
by the absorption characteristics), is mixed with variations in the amount of stain. A widely used procedure to
extract the chromatic (colour) information from the RGB
data is the hue-saturation-intensity (HSI) model (6). The
RGB to HSI transform decouples the intensity information
from the colour information (6). In the HSI colour space,
classification of pixels is based on two dimensions, hue
(dominant wavelength) and saturation (purity of the colour). These are independent of the signal intensity. We
found that the HSI model is inadequate for the recognition
of absorbing stains, because the variations between different pixels originating from a single stain are caused by
variations in the amount of stain and thus show a logarithmic relationship with the camera channel intensities instead of a linear one. Therefore, the hue and saturation of
the HSI model are not a correct representation of the
absorption characteristics of the used stains.
In this study, we propose and test an adaptation of the
HSI model in which the RGB to HSI transform is applied to
optical densities (OD) for the individual RGB channels
instead of intensities. The model will be called the huesaturation-density (HSD) model. As the conversion from
channel intensity to OD is a non-linear one, the resulting
chromatic component of the HSD model differs from that
of the HSI model. The chromatic component of the HSD
model is independent of the amount of stain, and therefore offers a good representation of the absorption characteristics of the used stains. The model was evaluated
both in a computer-simulated model and on microscopic
images from immuno-doublestained tissue sections.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Physical Aspects of Image Formation in
Transmitted Light Microscopy
Monochromatic light travelling through an absorbing
medium satisfies Lambert-Beers’ law of absorption (8).
This law describes an exponential relationship between
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the intensity of monochromatic light transmitted through
a specimen and the amount of stain present in the specimen:
I共  兲⫽I 0共  兲䡠e ⫺A䡠c共兲

(1)

where I() is the intensity of light of wavelength  transmitted through the specimen, I0() is the intensity of light
of wavelength  entering the specimen, A is the amount
of stain per unit area of the specimen, and c() is a
wavelength-dependent factor reflecting the absorption
characteristics of the particular stain (absorption curve).
The absorption curve determines the fraction of the incident light of wavelength  transmitted through the stain.
Based on the human eye, three-chip CCD RGB cameras
use three broad-band filters for colour image acquisition.
These are called the red (R), green (G), and blue (B)
channels, based on the perceived colours they represent.
The camera sensitivity curve defines the relationship between the incident light and the electric output signal of
the camera for each channel. The output of the camera for
channel ch is given by
⬁

I ch ⫽

冕

S ch共  兲䡠I 0共  兲䡠e ⫺A䡠c共兲d 

(2)

0

where ch is R, G, or B and S ch () is the sensitivity of
channel ch at wavelength .
In this article, for development of the model, camera
filters are assumed to be narrow-band pass filters; i.e., the
sensitivity is restricted to the central frequency of the
broad-band pass filters (⫽ ch , where ch is R, G, or B):
S ch共  兲 ⫽

再 10

if  ⫽  ch
if  ⫽  ch.

(3)

Assuming the camera to contain narrow-band pass filters,
Eq. 2 reduces to
I ch ⫽ I 0,ch䡠e ⫺A䡠cch

(4)

where I 0,ch is the intensity of channel ch when no stain is
present and c ch is the absorption coefficient c  for  ⫽
ch .
The OD for a channel can be defined as

冉 冊

D ch ⫽ ⫺ln

I ch
⫽A䡠c ch.
I 0,ch

(5)

The OD for a channel D ch depends linearly on the amount
of stain, given the absorption value of the stain at channel
ch. Usually, the overall intensity of the RGB signal is
defined as
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I ⫽

I R⫹I G⫹I B
.
3

(6)

Analogously, an overall measure for the OD can be defined
as
D⫽

D R⫹D G⫹D B A䡠共c R⫹c G⫹c B兲
⫽
.
3
3

(7)

Colour Models
RGB model. In the RGB model, the intensities I R , I G ,
and I B , obtained by the camera for each pixel, are used.
The combined I R , I G , I B define a point in a Euclidean 3D
coordinate space [RGB space (6); Appendix A]. Because
of the limited dynamic range of the camera, the RGB space
is limited to a cube (RGB cube). The perceived intensities
depend on the absorption characteristics and the amount
of a stain in a non-linear way (see Eq. 2). Therefore,
different specimen locations containing a single stain in
varying amounts will result in a non-linear relationship
between the measured intensities I R , I G , and I B for those
locations. Intensities from pixels containing a single stain
in varying amounts result in a complexly shaped 3D domain within the RGB cube (9,10). Stain recognition is
possible by classifying each pixel to the stain corresponding with the 3D domain in which the RGB point is located.
If the absorption characteristics of two stains are sufficiently different within the three sensitivity bands of the
camera, differentiation based on the 3D RGB data will be
possible.
In general, mathematical description of 3D domains
requires complex, specialised and time-consuming algorithms. Therefore, mostly 1D or 2D projections of the 3D
data are used for image segmentation (11). For example,
handling (I R , I G ) as coordinates in a plane, a stain can be
described by identifying the appropriate 2D domain. Segmentation by applying an intensity threshold to one of the
three camera channels corresponds to monochromatic
thresholding.
HSI model. In general, for perceived light we can
distinguish between intensity and chromaticity. Intensity
depends on the amount of energy and is independent of
the colour of the light. Chromaticity can be expressed as
hue (dominant wavelength of the light, e.g., red, purple,
etc.) and saturation (purity of the colour, e.g., pink is red
with a low degree of saturation) (6). Using the equations
from Appendix A, we can calculate values for hue, saturation, and intensity (HSI) from the RGB values acquired
by the camera. This is achieved by projection of the 3D
RGB vector onto a plane, so that the intensity component
(as defined in Eq. 6) is split off. The resulting chromaticity
plane c x c y can be used to calculate values for H and S
(Appendix A). In the chromaticity plane the RGB cube is
represented by an equilateral triangle, which limits the
extend of the c x c y coordinates. As the effect of staining
density variations on the HSI data is more easily understood in the c x c y plane, this plane will be used throughout
this study instead of the commonly used H and S. The 3D
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domains in the RGB space, resulting from a stain in varying amounts, will appear as a domain in the c x c y plane.
Classification of pixels as originating from a certain stain is
possible by identifying in which of the domains, representing different stains, a pixel is located.
HSD model. For a single pixel, the values of D ch (see
Eq. 5) for the three channels result from the same amount
of stain A. Therefore, for this pixel D ch can be used as a
relative measure for c ch . The three D ch span a new coordinate space D R D G D B , which has the property that pixels
resulting from one stain with varying amount will show a
linear relationship. We can decouple the chromatic information in this space in the same way as we did in the
I R I G I B space using the RGB to HSI transform (Appendix
B). The component that has been split off now is the
overall OD (see Eq. 7) instead of the intensity. Therefore,
the newly derived model will be called the hue-saturationdensity (HSD) model. The resulting chromatic coordinates
c x c y fully depend on the absorption coefficients c R , c G ,
and c B . Again, the c x c y coordinates are limited to the
equilateral chromaticity triangle, caused by projection of
the RGB cube.
Evaluation of Colour Models Using Simulated Data
Computer simulations were used to calculate theoretical values for I R , I G , and I B and for c x and c y from both the
HSI and HSD transforms for three different stains. Thus,
the effect of (1) variations in the amount of stain, (2)
mixtures of stains, and (3) broad-band instead of narrowband camera filters could be studied in the three colour
spaces in a controlled manner.
Using Eq. 2, expected intensities I R , I G , and I B for three
widely used stains were calculated. Calculations were
performed both for the individual stains and for mixtures
of stains. Computer simulations were used to approximate
c() and S(); I 0() was considered constant. Because
only printed absorption curves were available for the Fast
Red, diaminobenzidine tetrahydrochloride (DAB), and hematoxylin stains, values for c() were approximated by
cubic spline interpolation through manually sampled
points from the curves. The three approximated absorption curves are given in Figure 1.
For S(), approximations of both narrow-band and
broad-band pass filters were studied. The narrow-band
pass filter was implemented as defined in Eq. 3, with R ⫽
600 nm, G ⫽ 535 nm, and B ⫽ 465 nm. Broad-band pass
filters were approximated by Gaussian distributions, as
shown in Figure 1, with SR() ⫽ N( ⫽ 600,  ⫽ 23),
SG() ⫽ N( ⫽ 535,  ⫽ 24), and SB() ⫽ N( ⫽ 465,  ⫽
9) for the red, green, and blue channels, respectively.
Usually, the 10-based logarithm is used for calculation of
the OD. OD values typically range from 0 to 2.5. In our
case, in Eq. 5 the natural logarithm is used, and c() is
arbitrarily scaled with maximum value smaller than 1.
Therefore, in the computer simulations the amount A will
range linearly from 0 to 5.75 (⫽ 2.5 * ln(10)), corresponding to density 2.5 when the 10-based logarithm is used.
Model calculations were performed using the Delphi programming environment (Borland, Scotts Valley, CA).
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FIG. 1. Coloured lines show the absorption curves for three stains: Fast
Red (red line), DAB (green line), and hematoxylin (blue line) (left y-axis);
grey lines show the sensitivity of the three individual camera channels
(red, green, and blue) of a three-chip CCD RGB camera (right y-axis).

Graphical representations were produced using Graphpad
Prism 2.01 (Graphpad Software, Inc., San Diego, CA).
Evaluation Using Experimental Data
Immunohistochemistry. Immuno-double staining
techniques are used for the simultaneous detection of two
antigens. In these techniques, DAB and Fast Red are often
used to visualise the two antigens, whereas hematoxylin is
used for counterstaining. An example of immuno-double
staining of a tissue section is shown in Figure 2. In this
example, immuno-double staining was used for the simultaneous detection of blood vessels and proliferating cells
in a 4 m thick, formalin-fixed and paraffin-embedded
tissue section of a biopsy specimen of a supratentorial
diffuse astrocytic neoplasm. Antibodies that are directed
to collagen IV and Ki-67 (MIB1) were used to visualise the
blood vessels and proliferating cells, respectively. The
chromogenes Fast Red and DAB were used to stain the
blood vessels and proliferating cells, respectively, and
hematoxylin was used as counterstain. Details of the immunohistochemical technique are given elsewhere (12).
Colour image analysis in immunohistochemically
stained tissue sections. To study the RGB, HSI, and
HSD colour domains of the stains in the immunohistochemically stained tissue sections, images were recorded
by a three-chip CCD RGB camera (DXC-325P, Sony)
mounted on a conventional light microscope (Axioskop,
Carl Zeiss, Weesp, The Netherlands), using a ⫻10 objective (NA ⫽ 0.3, resulting pixel size 0.78 ⫻ 0.83 m).
Spectral characteristics of the colour filters in our camera
were not available. Image acquisition and analysis were
performed using a Vidasplus system (Kontron GMBH, Eching, Germany). Köhler illumination was used and a
warm-up time for camera and microscope of at least 100
min (13) was applied. Manually selected microscopic
fields were digitised and stored on magneto-optical disc
(Borsu Systema, Lelystad, The Netherlands) as true colour
(24-bit RGB) images. Nuclei of non-proliferating cells, nuclei of proliferating cells, and immunohistochemically
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FIG. 2. Example of a microscopic image as used to evaluate the colour
models, containing red-stained blood vessels, brown-stained nuclei of
proliferating cells, and blue-stained nuclei of non-proliferating cells. Proliferating nuclei expressing little Ki-67 are weakly stained by the MIB1
antibody and also exhibit blue, non-specific staining of hematoxylin.

stained blood vessels were manually selected in the stored
images with a computer mouse. Thus, RGB values for
hematoxylin, DAB, and Fast Red were obtained for locations originating from varying amounts of stain.
Because chromatic information for pixels with low
staining density (i.e., high transmitted intensity) is intrinsically unstable (14), a minimum OD threshold of 0.15 was
applied before scatter plots of RGB, HSI, and HSD data
were constructed. Prior to the recording of images of
tissue specimens, an RGB image of an empty microscopic
field and an RGB dark-current image were stored. For the
RGB and HSI models, the R, G, and B images were shading
corrected using the stored empty field and dark-current
images, according to an algorithm described elsewhere
(15). For the HSD model, the stored image of an empty
field was used for determining the amount of light entering the specimen for each pixel (I 0,ch ). Thus, correction
for unequal illumination is implicitly performed. Correction for dark current was applied in the HSD model by
subtracting the pixel values of the dark-current reference
image from the pixel values of I ch and I 0,ch for all three
camera channels.
RESULTS
Simulated Data
RGB model. Combined red and green intensities (I R I G
plane) for the simulated Fast Red, DAB, and hematoxylin
stains are shown in Figure 3a. In a previous study (16), it
was found that this particular 2D projection of the 3D
RGB data was adequate for differentiation between Fast
Red and hematoxylin. Data for both the narrow-band and
broad-band camera models are shown.
Points originating from a single stain with varying
amounts are located on a curve, displaying the non-linear
relationship between the amount of stain and the perceived light intensity. Pixels originating from DAB and
hematoxylin can be discerned from pixels originating
from Fast Red, but cannot be discerned from each other
(Fig. 3a). Dashed lines indicate the location of mixtures of
hematoxylin and Fast Red for two different amounts of
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FIG. 3. a: The theoretical red and green intensities of the Fast Red,
hematoxylin, and DAB stains in the test image, assuming narrow-band
pass (represented by plus, asterisk, and cross symbols, respectively) or
broad-band pass (diamond, circle, and triangle symbols, respectively)
camera filters. An arrow indicates the direction of increasing stain density,
linearly ranging from 0.575 to 5.75. Dashed lines show the theoretical
effect of mixing hematoxylin and Fast Red for joint stain density 2.875 and
5.75. b: The theoretical c x c y data of the HSI transform applied to the
intensities of a. Dashed lines show the theoretical effect of mixing DAB
and hematoxylin for joint stain density 2.875 and 5.75. c: The theoretical
c x c y data of the HSD transform applied to the intensities of a. Dashed lines
show the theoretical effect of all possible mixtures of two stains.

stain. In general, pixels originating from a mixture of two
stains result in trajectories interconnecting the curves of
the individual stains. The location of a point on this trajectory is determined by the relative amount of individual
stains in the mixture. The total amount of stain in a
mixture determines the location of such a trajectory. Comparison between the narrow-band and broad-band camera
models shows only minor differences.
HSI model. The result of applying the RGB to HSI
transform to the theoretical intensities is shown in Figure
3b. Pixels originating from the three stains are located on
curves, which extend from the origin. For all three stains,
chromatic coordinates c x c y from the HSI transform are
highly dependent on the amount of stain. Curves observed

for the three pure stains are distinct from each other and
thus the stains can be discerned.
Dashed lines show the theoretical trajectories resulting
from a mixture of DAB and hematoxylin for two different
amounts of stain. As was seen for the RG plane, the
amount of stain in the mixture determines the location of
the trajectory, whereas the relative amounts of the individual stains in the mixture determine the location of a
point on this trajectory. In this way, pixels originating
from a mixture of DAB and hematoxylin with varying
amounts of the individual stains result in a large 2D domain in the c x c y plane. This domain partly overlaps the
Fast Red curve. Therefore, unequivocal classification of
pixels using the HSI model is not always possible when
these particular stains are used. Comparison of the results
obtained by narrow-band and broad-band filters discloses
different effects for the three dyes. No notable effect is
present for DAB, whereas the effects are most prominent
for Fast Red.
HSD model. Theoretical RGB intensities from a stain
in varying amounts result in a single point in the cxcy
chromaticity plane of the HSD transform (Fig. 3c), assuming narrow-band pass filters in the camera. This
shows that the cxcy plane of the HSD transform only
contains information regarding the spectral characteristics of the stains. Discrimination between stains is
possible if the absorption curves are sufficiently different. Dashed lines show results of mixtures of all possible combinations of two stains for the narrow-band
camera filter model. Pixels originating from a mixture of
two stains will be located on a line connecting the
points resulting from the individual stains. The location
of such a pixel is only affected by the relative amount of
each of the stains, and does not depend on the total
amount of stain. Using these three respective stains,
unequivocal classification of pixels as belonging to
stains or mixtures of stains is possible. This is shown
mathematically in Appendix C.
The effect of broad-band camera filters is stain dependent; for the hematoxylin stain hardly any effect is seen,
whereas for the Fast Red stain the largest effect is visible.
This effect comprises a small dependence between chromatic coordinates and the amount of stain and shows a
shift from the data cluster to a slightly different location.
The effect of applying broad-band pass filters in the camera is smaller for the HSD model than it is for the HSI
model.
Experimental Data
RGB model. RGB data resulting from measurement in
an immuno-doublestained section are given in Figure 4a,b.
Pixels originating from nuclei of non-proliferating cells
stained by hematoxylin, from nuclei of proliferating cells
stained by DAB, and from blood vessels stained by Fast
Red are clustered in elongated domains in the I R I G plane
(Fig. 4a). The domains for DAB and especially the one for
Fast Red show a curved shape. This resembles the curved
patterns seen for computer simulations (Fig. 3a). Because
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FIG. 4. a: The 2D projection of the 3D RGB data of the three stains in the test image onto the red-green plane. b: The 2D projection of RGB data of the
Fast Red staining, divided into four OD classes, revealing that the localisation within the Fast Red domain depends on the OD. c: The chromatic c x c y
coordinates of the three stains in the test image after the HSI transform. The dashed line shows the triangular restriction of the plane (see Appendix A).
Note the considerable overlap between the red and green pixels. d: Subdivision of the HSI data of the Fast Red stain into four OD classes. e: The chromatic
c x c y coordinates of the three stains in the test image after the HSD transform are localised in well-defined domains that exhibit little overlap. f: Subdivision
of the HSD data of the Fast Red stain into four OD classes, showing that the localisation within these domains is less dependent on the OD of the stain.

of system noise and variations in the spectral characteristics of the stains, the single lines from Figure 3a now show
as domains. The DAB and Fast Red domains exhibit hardly
any overlap, whereas the DAB and hematoxylin domains
do show some overlap. The position of pixels within these
domains depends on the OD and consequently on the
amount of stain, as shown for Fast Red in Figure 4b.
Comparing results of computer simulations with experimental data, we notice a complete overlap between hema-

toxylin and DAB for theoretical data (Fig. 3a), whereas these
stains are almost entirely separable in the experimental data
(Fig. 4a). This difference may be attributed to two factors: (1)
the spectral characteristics of the filters in our CCD camera
were not known, and were therefore approximated with
Gaussian distributions in the computer simulations; or (2)
the absorption curves for the three stains we used were
obtained from measurement in solution, and may change
after application to a tissue section.
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HSI model. Applying the HSI transform to the RGB
intensities from the three stains in the immunohistochemically stained specimen results in curved domains in the
chromaticity triangle, representing the individual stains
(Fig. 4c). Considerable overlap can be seen between the
Fast Red domain and the DAB domain. Because in the RGB
space we can easily distinguish between these two stains,
we conclude that in the c x c y coordinates from the HSI
transform not all chromatic information, present in the
RGB data, is retained. Use of the HSI model does not
enable all possible distinctions between stains in a 2D
coordinate space.
Subdividing the Fast Red domain in OD classes (Fig. 4d)
shows that the chromatic coordinates c x c y are strongly
influenced by the amount of stain. For low OD, domains
of all three stains show a trend toward the origin of the
chromaticity triangle, showing that discrimination between background pixels and pixels originating from a
small amount of stain will be troublesome in the HSI
model.
HSD model. Pixels originating from the three stains in
the immunohistochemically stained specimen result in
well-demarcated colour domains in the c x c y plane of the
HSD transform (Fig. 4e). Hardly any overlap can be seen
between these clusters, showing that the separability between stains in the RGB data is retained in the chromatic
coordinates of the HSD model. The position of a point
within a colour domain is less influenced by the amount of
stain bound to the specimen than was observed for the
RGB or HSI model (Fig. 4f). Because in Figure 4f points
originating from small amounts of Fast Red (small OD) do
not show a trend toward the origin (which represents
parts of the image where no stain is present, i.e., the
background), even pixels originating from small amounts
of stain will be classified correctly.
DISCUSSION
For application of image analysis techniques in transmitted light microscopy, reliable segmentation of the objects of interest is of major importance (7). The first step
in recognition of stained objects is classification of pixels
as originating from one of the used stains (17). When only
one stain is present in an otherwise clear background,
pixel classification may be performed using monochromatic thresholding (7). Using immunohistochemical techniques results in general in specimens containing at least
two different stains. Monochromatic thresholding will not
suffice for this distinction. In previous studies, a number
of approaches have been applied in which stain recognition was performed using the OD measured simultaneously at two or more different wavelengths, either separately (18,19) or combined (1,20). The disadvantage of
such methods is that expensive special hardware is
needed (suitable filters, automatic filter wheel) (21) and
that results may be suboptimal in case of slight staining
variations (22,23). Use of an RGB colour camera is an
attractive alternative because this device is generally applicable and widely available. Because of its analogy with
the human eye, images acquired by such a device are
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suitable for visual inspection by humans (23), possibly
enabling interactive correction of images.
For stain recognition in RGB colour images, algorithms
are needed to perform pixel classification in the RGB
space. To avoid the use of complicated algorithms handling 3D data, in most previous studies stain recognition is
performed in the RGB model either by monochromatic
thresholding in separate channels (5,24) or in a projection
of the 3D data onto a plane (16) or a line (7,21,23). As was
shown in the present study, use of the RGB model will
only result in solutions that are generally applicable if the
entire 3D data space is used. Projections onto a line or
plane can be used for specific applications but will not be
generally applicable. In addition, staining variations may
hamper results. In a number of studies, the RGB to HSI
transform is performed to be able to perform stain recognition in a standardised 2D data space (2,17,25–28). As
was shown, the HSI model is not adequate for application
in transmitted light microscopy, because in this model
chromatic information is acquired by decoupling light
intensity instead of OD.
An algorithm was described by Garbay et al. (29) in
which the HSI transform was applied to log-transformed
intensities acquired by a colour RGB camera. Log-transformed intensities were used in order to remain close to
the way the human eye processes colour. In our opinion,
a colour model used for recognition of stains in transmitted light microscopy should not be based on the human
visual system. Instead, it should provide chromatic information independent of the OD of the stain. Therefore, in
the HSD model, application of the RGB to HSI transform to
ODs was chosen in analogy with Lambert-Beers’ law of
absorption.
Because all available information concerning an image
from a three-chip CCD RGB camera is present in the RGB
data, use of alternative colour spaces (either well-known
standardised spaces like the HSI space or custom projections) is only useful to increase availability of the desired
information by removing information that hampers this
distinction. RGB data contain a mixture of chromatic
(spectral characteristics of used stains) and achromatic
(amount of stain, expressed in the OD) information (25).
Moreover, this information is mixed in a non-linear way.
For classification of pixels as belonging to a certain stain,
the only information useful is the information that differentiates the specific stain from other stains or from the
background, being the absorption characteristics of the
stain. Ideally, other factors should be removed entirely to
facilitate correct pixel classification. Acquisition of a microscopic image by a CCD colour camera can be regarded
as sampling of the absorption curve over three predefined
regions in the visible light spectrum. Because the absorption curves are arbitrarily scaled, these three samples can
effectively be reduced to two numbers by normalisation
(e.g., by scaling the sum of the three samples to a constant). The HSD model, introduced in the present study,
enables pixel classification in a standardised 2D data
space, which contains all spectral information independent of the amount of stain. Thus, the HSD model fulfills
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the above formulated requirement. A substantial improvement may be expected when the complete spectral information of a stain can be used (23). Recently, a device has
been developed which enables acquisition of high-resolution spectral information (30). Using sophisticated algorithms to perform stain recognition, results using such a
device may be more accurate than those using a CCD
colour camera, especially when many stains are present in
a single image. Because it is widely available and easy to
use, the CCD RGB camera remains an interesting alternative.
Theoretically, after decoupling the OD, the c x c y plane
of the HSD transform contains all spectral information,
enabling all possible distinctions between stains based on
spectral information only. The model simulations illustrate
this, where (assuming narrow-band camera filters) each
stain is present as a single dot. Mixtures of stains show
linear trajectories between the single dots. The c x c y coordinates do not depend on the amount of stain, both for
mixtures and for single stains. Use of broad-band filters
was found to cause a small deviation from the theoretical
single dot in the HSD model. Data from the experimental
study confirm the superiority of the HSD model, because
each stain is represented by a well-defined cluster of
points in the c x c y plane of the HSD transform. Only a small
amount of overlap was observed between the hematoxylin cluster and the DAB cluster, which was present in the
I R I G plane as well. Using experimental data, a small dependence was observed between chromatic coordinates
and the OD of the stain. This effect may be attributed to
two factors: (1) the fact that the RGB values from locations
containing very high or extremely low amounts of stain
are not accurate; or (2) the presence of broad-band filters
in the camera, as shown in the model simulations.
In this article, an adaptation of the well-known RGB to
HSI transform is proposed, which consists of decoupling
the OD instead of the light intensity from the RGB data.
This newly derived colour transformation, named the RGB
to HSD transform, was found to enable the recognition of
light-absorbing stains in transmitted light microscopic images in a 2D data space in a standardised manner. Thus,
use of complicated algorithms dealing with 3D data is
avoided, while keeping the full ability to differentiate
between stains that are sufficiently different in the RGB
space.
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The line connecting those extremes represents all grey
values. Each composite colour is represented by a point in
this cube. The intensity of a composite colour is defined as
I ⫽ (I R ⫹ I G ⫹ I B )/3, the average of the three primary
intensities. In the RGB cube, each plane perpendicular to
the grey-scale diagonal has the property that points located on the plane have equal intensity (Fig. 5a shows one
such plane). Points on such a plane are limited to a
triangular domain, of which the size linearly depends on
the value of I for the particular plane. The grey-scale
diagonal intersects this triangle in the centre of gravity. It
is possible to normalise this equilateral chromaticity triangle to a standardised size, making the coordinates of a
point on this plane independent of the intensity.
In the chromaticity triangle, a 2D coordinate system
c x c y can be defined with the centre of gravity as origin and
with the positive x-axes through the corner where the red
intensity is maximal (Fig. 5b). Every point in the RGB
space can be transformed to its chromaticity coordinates,
which are independent of the intensity. For every two
RGB points having the same chromaticity coordinates, the
ratios between the RGB intensities are identical. Calculation of the chromatic coordinates requires projection of
the RGB data onto the triangle. This can be performed
using the following equations (derivations not given):
cx ⫽

cy ⫽
FIG. 5. a: The RGB camera signal can be viewed as a 3D coordinate
space. Camera limitations limit the space to a cube (RGB cube); also
shown is the triangle with constant overall intensity equal to the maximum of the individual channel intensities. b: The plane resulting from the
projection described in Appendix A, with indicated new coordinate
system c x c y .

IR
⫺1
I
I G⫺I B

冑 3䡠I

These coordinates can be viewed as a vector from the
origin to a point on the plane. The saturation is defined
as the length of this vector, and the hue as the angle of the
vector with the positive x-axis:

冉冊

hue ⫽ arctan
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cy
cx

saturation ⫽ 冑c x2 ⫹ c y2 .
Back transformation from HSI to c x c y may be performed
using the equations:

APPENDIX A
Formal Definition of the HSI Model

c x ⫽ saturation䡠cos共hue兲

In analogy with the human eye, a CCD colour camera
splits a colour into its composing primaries red, green,
and blue. These three primary components can be depicted in a 3D coordinate space, in which the axes represent the intensities of the primary colours. Because of
the limited dynamic range of the camera, the intensity
domain is limited to a cube in the RGB space (Fig. 5a). The
origin of the RGB space represents black (i.e., all three
primary intensities are zero), and the farthest corner of the
cube represents white (all primary intensities maximal).

c y ⫽ saturation䡠sin共hue兲 .
Back transformation from c x c y to RGB may be performed
using the equations:
I R ⫽ I䡠共c x ⫹ 1兲
IG ⫽

1
䡠I䡠共2 ⫺ c x ⫹ 冑3䡠c y兲
2
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IB ⫽

1
䡠I䡠共2⫺c x⫺ 冑 3䡠c y兲.
2
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channel ch ⫽ R, G, or B. Then, according to Eq. 4, for the
narrow-band model, a mixture of the stains will result in
camera intensity:

APPENDIX B
Formal Definition of the HSD Transform

I M,ch ⫽ I 0,ch䡠e ⫺A1䡠c1,ch䡠e ⫺A2䡠c2,ch ⫽ I 0,ch䡠e ⫺共A1䡠c1,ch⫹A2䡠c2,ch兲

By using the projection from Appendix A on the ODs of
the three channels (see Eq. 5) instead of the intensities,
the RGB to HSD transform is defined:

where I M,ch is the intensity of camera channel ch for the
mixture of two stains. The channel density (see Eq. 5)
now becomes:

cx ⫽

cy ⫽

冉 冊

DR
⫺1
D
DG ⫺ DB

冑 3䡠D

D M,ch ⫽ ⫺ln

.

Note that because the OD is decoupled rather than the
intensity, the chromatic coordinates of the HSD model are
not equal to those of the HSI model. For the HSD model,
the resulting c x c y plane has the property that single points
result from RGB points with identical ratios between the
c R , c G , and c B . Thus, all information regarding the absorption curves is represented in a single plane. In analogy
with the HSI model, values for hue and saturation can be
calculated from the chromaticity triangle. Because mixtures of stains show a linear pattern in the c x c y plane of
the HSD model (Appendix C), it is recommended to use
this plane instead of hue and saturation.
Back transformation from c x c y to individual channel
densities D R , D G , and D B may be performed using the
equations from Appendix A. Individual channel densities
can be transformed back to RGB using the equation:
I ch ⫽ I 0,ch䡠e ⫺Dch.
If the empty reference image I 0,ch (for ch ⫽ R, G, and B)
is available, the original RGB values can be calculated.
APPENDIX C
Mixtures of Stains in the HSD Model
Assume two pure stains, with given amount A i and
absorption characteristic c i,ch for stain i ⫽ 1,2; camera

I M,ch
⫽ A 1䡠c 1,ch ⫹ A 2䡠c2,ch ⫽ D 1,ch ⫹ D 2,ch
I 0,ch

with D i,ch the OD for the individual camera channel ch,
for staining i (i ⫽ 1,2). The overall OD of the mixture,
D M , now becomes:
DM ⫽

冘D

i⫽1,2

i,R

⫹ Di,G ⫹ Di,B
⫽D1 ⫹ D2
3

with D i the individual overall density of staining i. Applying the vector projection from Appendix A to the mixed
stains gives:
c M,x ⫽

D M,R
D 1,R ⫺ D 1 ⫹ D 2,R ⫺ D 2
⫺1⫽
DM
DM
⫽

冉

冊

D1
D2
D1
D1
䡠c 1,x ⫹
䡠c 2,x ⫽
䡠c 1,x⫹ 1 ⫺
䡠c
DM
DM
DM
D M 2,x

with c i, x the c x coordinate for the individual staining i.
Also, for c y :
c M,y ⫽

D M,G ⫺ D M,B D 1
D2
⫽
䡠c ⫹
䡠c
DM
D M 1, y D M 2, y
⫽

冉

冊

D1
D1
䡠c ⫹ 1 ⫺
䡠c .
D M 1, y
D M 2, y

So, the points (c M, x , c M,y ) are on the line segment connecting (c 1, x , c 1,y ) with (c2,x , c2,y). The position of the
point along the line is uniquely determined by D 2 /D 1 .

